With the development of the technologies such as computer vision, natural language interaction, process control technology, and sensor technology, the discussion of automatic sorting system of robot hits a hotspot in the robot community. This paper presents an automatic sorting system for industrial robot with the technologies of 3D visual perception, natural language interaction and automatic programming. Therein, a 'rule-scene' matching and interaction algorithm is proposed to combine all these modules together. By utilising our algorithm, robot can interact with human beings according to the real-time actual three-dimensional scene information and can guide users to give correct rules through speech when the rule is invalid. After getting the correct rules, robot can sort the object automatically using the automatic programming and execution algorithm designed in this study. In the experimental section, the designed system is applied to a fruit-sorting scene, which proves the effectiveness and practicability of the system.
Introduction
With the development of the technologies such as computer vision, natural language interaction, process control technology, and sensor technology, the discussion of automatic sorting system of robot hits a hotspot in waste recycling domain 1 and parcel or product sorting domain 2,3 these years. Industrial robots could previously only complete automatic sorting using fixed programmes, which strengthens specificity while reduces expansibility of robots. As more and more diverse requirements for automatic sorting are put forward in industrial production, it becomes more and more difficult for previous industrial robots to meet requirements, so teaching-playback robots and robot programming languages have been developed. 4 Robot programming languages can be divided into action-level, object-level, and task-level programming languages according to the levels of operation description. 5 Among them, a tasklevel programming language refers to a language showing a higher level than the former two languages and is the ideal programming language. This language allows users to directly give commands to the goals to be achieved for a task, with no need for regulating the details of each action of robots. As long as the initial environment model and the final working state are given according to some principles, robots can undertake automatic reasoning and calculation and finally generate executable commands for robots automatically. Therefore, the key problem of designing the tasklevel automatic operating system for robots is to explore methods for acquiring operation commands and for realising automatic programming through tasklevel language use.
Generally, operation commands are acquired through equipment input, document interaction with other software and natural language input. Choi et al. 6 developed the EL-E mobile robot which can automatically acquire and pass the target objects to users and the EL-E obtains the operation commands through the input using a laser pen and touch screen. By using the drawing exchange format (DXF) in automatic withdrawal method for a workpiece model, Xing et al. 7 analysed the operation information and then realised automatic programming for industrial robots based on virtual reality modelling language (VRML). Qin et al. 8 used the input information of industrial camera which obtains by workpiece images and corresponding QR code label to achieve automatic sorting of objects. Connell et al. 9 investigated the ELI robot and controlled its motion so as to get objects through natural language. This system can not only be used to execute pre-defined actions and recognise objects but also learn new nouns and verbs through speech training to construct a new semantic table. The system, designed by Fasola et al., 10 enables the mobile robot PR2 to fulfil automatic grabbing tasks under the control of nonprofessional users through the use of natural language.
Comparison of different input methods for operation commands reveals that if the natural language can be used as the input of operation command to realise automatic sorting of robots, the robots can be more intelligent and easier to use. Meantime, natural language is the most natural and convenient way for human beings to communicate and obtain information; using natural language to control the robot will not need the user's ability of control knowledge and programming skills. In view of indoor mobile robot service requirements, Matuszek et al. 11 studied a natural language parser to realise automatic programming of robots. This system can translate the natural language describing the indoor path into LISP-like robot control language with which the robots can arrive at the destination in unknown indoor environments by analysing path commands. Based on the study of the natural Chinese language used to describe paths, Li and colleagues 12, 13 designed, and realised, the visual navigation for mobile robots based on restricted natural language in indoor environment by establishing an intention map of navigation for mobile robots; moreover, they proposed the method for directly drawing movement paths of robots using natural language describing paths. All of the above automatic operating systems are designed for mobile service robots, while in the field of traditional industrial robots, automatic operating systems based on natural language are rarely seen. Actually, if they can be controlled by natural language, industrial robots can be operated by non-professional staff without special programming experience, which is revolutionary with regard to the improved usability of industrial robots. In addition, the above systems are used for automatic sorting when users give correct rules, but cannot be correctly operated when given wrong or invalid rules. This research proposes a 'rulescene' matching and interaction algorithm by integrating the advanced technologies into the design of the automatic operating system for industrial robots. These technologies include the three-dimensional (3D) visual perception of robots, human-robot-environment interaction and automatic programming. By utilising our algorithm, robot can interact with human beings according to the real-time actual 3D scene information and can guide users to give correct rules through speech when the rule is invalid. After obtaining the correct rules, automatic sorting can be realised through the automatic programming and execution algorithm designed in this study.
Structure of the system
The designed automatic operating system for industrial robots mainly includes the 3D visual perception, the 'rule-scene' matching and interaction, and the automatic programming and execution modules. The system structure is shown in Figure 1 . The 3D visual perception module provides high-quality semantic map information about the operating environment for the whole system. The 'rule-scene' matching and interaction module produces action of intention by combining rules obtained through human-robot interaction with real-time semantic map received through real-time 3D environmental perception. Furthermore, the automatic programming and execution module transforms action of intention with semantic information into executable commands for robots to control the manipulator to complete target actions. The hardware structure is based on our previous work 14 , which includes three embedded computers, a RGB-D sensor, a speaker, a micphone and a modular manipulator with two finger end-effector.
3D visual perception
3D visual perception is the first step in the automatic sorting of intelligent industrial robots and provides high-quality semantic maps of the operating environment for the whole system. Generally, the feature descriptor algorithm for objects can be divided into global-based feature descriptors and local-based feature descriptors. 15 The recognition of global-based feature descriptors is difficult to use in multi-objective scenes which need to segment a scene into multiple clusters of objects. Moreover, due to the information of objects being lost due to occlusion, clutter, and changes of viewpoint, the calculated features are inaccurate, resulting in recognition errors. The local-based feature descriptors are used to characterise local 3D geometric information: the accuracy of local feature descriptor calculation is slightly influenced by object occlusion, clutter, and changes of viewpoint. The pipeline for 3D visual perception in this work consists of object modelling, object recognition and pose estimation, and semantic map file generation 14 ( Figure 2 ).
Object modelling. Object modelling is an offline process. First, the data are pre-processed, such as outlier removal, down-sampling, and upper-sampling for surface reconstruction, and then the objects are detected, which means single clusters are segmented from scenes for each perspective. Second, a suitable feature descriptor algorithm needs to be found to represent the significant characteristics on the surface of the objects.
Alexandre et al. 16 tested the recognition accuracy of object categories and names and the performance of 1-Precision versus Recall curves of object recognition in a subset of a classification dataset 17 (48 objects in 10 classes) using the state-of-the-art descriptors. The tested descriptors include global feature descriptors, such as viewpoint feature histogram (VFH), clustered viewpoint feature histogram (CVFH) and ensemble of shape functions (ESF), as well as local feature descriptors, such as fast point feature histogram (FPFH), 3D Shape Context (3DSC), unique shape context(USC), signatures of histograms of orientations (SHOT) and colour signature of histograms of orientations (CSHOT). The experimental results show that the CSHOT is comprehensively optimal in recognising accuracy and time complexity. 18 Therefore, in this system, the CSHOT system is selected to describe the geometric features of point clouds in the vicinity of key points of intrinsic shape signatures (ISS). 19 Finally, the 4 3 4 transformation matrix of each frame is obtained using the checkerboard calibration algorithm, and the data with different perspectives are aligned and accumulated, thus obtaining 3D point clouds of objects of the model and artificially setting the identification of the object model.
Object recognition and pose estimation. During object recognition and pose estimation, a proper object model is allocated to each object in a scene by real-time acquisition of a frame of point cloud data from Kinect, which uses a local-based 3D recognition algorithm to describe the surface characteristics. Then, the transformation matrix from object model to corresponding objects in the scene is also obtained. In object recognition and pose estimation stage, the detection algorithm for key points and feature descriptor are consistent with those utilised in establishing the object model stage. After extracting ISS feature points in the scene and calculating CSHOT feature descriptors at key points, candidate models are generated through 3D feature matching based on distance threshold. The transformation hypotheses are generated using the random sample consensus algorithm and verified through iterative closest point algorithm, thus producing a solution scheme globally consistent with the scene.
Semantic map file generation. The generation of semantic map files writes object recognition data output into eXtensible Markup Language (XML) files to construct semantic map files of scenes. Each type of map information in the file is independent and new map information can be randomly added. Compared to the fixed form of relational database, the file shows good expansibility. Furthermore, XML files with tree structure can be used to demonstrate the relationship between data and attributes. The expression of a map file is as shown in Equation (1) Object i = category, name, colour, shape, x, y, z, size f g ð1Þ Figure 1 . Structure of the designed automatic operating system for robots.
where, Object i , category, and name represent the object information in semantic maps of scenes, the object category, such as fruit and basket, and the object name, such as apple or orange, respectively. In addition, colour, shape, x, y, z, and size denote the object colour, shapes (cylinder, cube, etc.), the coordinate of objects in reference system of the manipulator, and the dimension of objects, that is length 3 width 3 height and p3 (radius of bottom surface) 2 3 height, respectively.
'Rule-scene' matching and interaction Figure 3 shows the flow of the 'rule-scene' matching and interaction algorithm. An open-source speech recognition system (PocketSphinx) for the embedded platform is used for speech recognition in the system, 20 and the multi-language and cross-platform open-source speech synthesis system (Ekho) is employed for speech synthesis. 21 The whole matching and interaction process mainly includes three functional modules: rule acquisition, 'rule-scene' matching, and guidance.
Rule acquisition. First, robots actively ask the users what they need to do. For example, robots ask 'Hello, I am xxx, what can I do for you?' Then, the natural language input of users is transformed into text through speech recognition and then the attributes of rules can be obtained based on lexical analysis, syntactical analysis, and semantic analysis. Finally, the rule attributes are saved into the rule base. Lexical analysis. Since each different language has different lexical analysis processes, here, we choose Chinese as an example to explain the process of lexical analysis. Chinese lexical analysis comprises Chinese word segmentation, part of speech tagging, syntactic dependency analysis, and word sense disambiguation. A word is the minimum unit of language that can be used independently. Differing from English words separated using spaces, Chinese words are written continuously with a large character set. Therefore, Chinese words have to be segmented to divide a complete sentence in natural language into independent words, so that computers can obtain the definite boundary of Chinese words and understand semantic information contained in the text. The traditional methods for Chinese word segmentation include the matching methods based on dictionary, such as maximum forward matching, maximum reverse matching, and bidirectional matching 22 ; however, due to the complexity of any language, there are a large number of words with ambiguous boundaries and unknown words. The matching methods merely based on dictionary cannot effectively solve key and difficult problems in the two aforementioned situations of Chinese word segmentation. Therefore, machine learning methods based on a large corpus have been widely used in recent years, and good results have been obtained. The statistical models used include the N-meta language model, the channelnoise model, maximum expectation, and the hidden Markov model. According to those actual situations facing the system, the NLPIR/ICTCLAS Chinese word segmentation system (2015 version) 23 developed by Dr Zhang Pinghua (Chinese Academy of Sciences) is used for this lexical analysis.
Syntactical analysis. Before carrying out syntax analysis, a syntax pre-processing stage is used: irrelevant modifiers in commands in natural language are eliminated. The pre-processed commands in natural language only comprise verbs, nouns, and modifiers relative to nouns. Syntax analysis uses the words in each lexical unit generated by the lexical analyser to construct the intermediate representation of the syntax tree. This intermediate representation provides the syntax structure of lexical cell flow generated from lexical analysis. Each internal node in the tree stands for a word and its child node represents its attribute. In view of the characteristics of commands in natural language in the system, the verbs that represent actions can be used as the central word of the whole command, while noun phrases are attached to the verbs and shown to be child nodes of actions in the syntax tree: the nouns of locality and adjectives for modifying nouns are subjected to noun phrases and expressed as child nodes of noun phrases in the syntax tree ( Figure 4 ).
Semantic analysis. Semantic analysis is carried out to check whether, or not, the generated syntax tree and semantic map are matched to examine whether, or not, commands in natural language are consistent with the semantic information defined by the language. The nodes in the syntax tress are matched with elements in the XML semantic map to obtain the operation sentence with semantic information, including designated actions and coordinates of target objects. The action requiring a robot to move an object from one place to another is defined as a composite action. The specific process is shown as follows: first, if the end-effector of robots is not in the same location as the target object, the end-effector is moved to this location and then the actions, such as capturing the object, moving to the target location, and putting down the object, are executed. The two actions, grabbing and putting down, belong to subsets of the composite action and only the two designated simple actions need to be executed.
Definition of rule base. A rule can be stored in a variety of forms, such as framework representation, objectoriented representation, and predicate representation. 24 In this paper, considering the requirement of our object sorting robot system, the format of framework representation is chosen to represent a rulebase. The rulebase can be described as formulas (2) and (3)
here State: The attributes set of a rule. Solution: The solution of a rule (a set of actions). Suppose that we want to grasp a target object at one place and put it into another place, the solution could be described as follows: move end-effector of manipulator to approach the target object which is vertical along Each node has a binary effective state descriptor. The effective state descriptor of nodes represents whether, or not, the information about each node is effective, that is, whether, or not, it is confirmed by its users. Each state set has a corresponding dialogue generating function and the set of these dialogue generating functions constitutes the guidance base. In different system states, different response inputs can be obtained by calling this function and each dialogue generating function only responds to its corresponding state sets: they do not affect each other in the design and modification.
According to the above definitions, while designing an object sorting system, the attribute of the rule base can be defined as a topic tree including the names of those objects to be sorted and the names of placement destination thereof ( Figure 6 ).
In Figure 6 , Obj_name, Obj_size, Obj_colour, and Obj_location represent the name, size, colour, and location of the objects, respectively. Des_name and Des_location indicate the name and location of the placement destination of objects, respectively.
'Rule-scene' matching. In 'rule-scene' matching, the rules obtained using the system and real-time semantic map files of scenes generated in section '3D visual perception' are input to calculate whether, or not, rules match with scenes. In other words, the objects expobj referred to in the rules are sought in the scene semantic map and the matching formula of Equation (4) is used
where object i and expob j represent the object in a realtime scene and the object that is expected to be grasped in the rules, respectively. When map_match = 1, it indicates that there are expected objects in the rules in the scenes. While map_ match = 0, it shows that there are no expected object in the rules in the scenes, thus it is judged that the rules are invalid in the current environment. At this time, the guidance mode of the system has started to inform users of the object situations in the current scene and ask users to provide effective expectations.
Guidance. As described in the definition of the storage structure of rule base in section 'Rule acquisition,' each node has a corresponding dialogue generating function and the set of these dialogue generating functions constitutes the guidance base GuidanceBase. In accordance with the state set node_state of binary effective state descriptors of all nodes in the topic tree, the system calls the guidance solution guidance_solu-tion. The definition of GuidanceBase is given in Equations (5) and (6)
Automatic programming and execution Figure 7 shows the automatic programming and execution process. Real-time semantic map files in Figure 5 . Storage structure of rule base.
scenes obtained by combining action of intention with semantic information obtained after rule-scene matching and interaction with 3D environmental perception are used as the input of automatic programming for the robot. A series of executable commands that can be understood by the robot are transformed through intention interpretation, code parsing, and code compiling. Command execution indicates that the robot executable commands are transferred to the rotation angle of each joint of the robot through the communication bus to control actual movements of the manipulator.
Intention interpretation. Intention interpretation means that the action of intention with semantic information is transformed into a series of programme codes for the robot through robot programming language. By comparing some international, state-of-the-art programming languages, such as INFORM, RAPID, KRL, and URScript, this study designs a language set for our modular manipulator in accordance with the features of code types, syntax rules, and analysis method. This language set consists of variable, state, control, movement, and operation commands (as shown in Table 1 ).
The pseudo-codes of intention interpretation are shown in Algorithm 1. First, the operation rules are sought according to the relevant attributes of objects in the scene to generate programme templates. Then passing points are obtained in accordance with the coordinates of objects to be sorted and destination for placement, and then, the tracks of each passing points are planned. Finally, the instantiated programme is generated and the instantiated programmes of all objects are collected to constitute robot language source codes. Figure 8 shows the programme code with which the robot picks an object at point A and then places it at point B. It is assumed that the coordinates of points A and B are (20.080, 0.331, 1.350) and (0.486, 0.372, 1.230).
Word segmentation and matching. Before designing the parser, the word segmentation system of languages for the robot is first constructed. Due to the robot language source codes used in this study being English words, a complete robot sentence contains more than one word and these words are separated by spaces according to the rules of English grammar. Therefore, two enumerated word libraries are defined in the header file. One of the word libraries covers all previous commands for the robot. The pseudo-codes are given below.
The first word library consists of some state words in word segmentation and the pseudo-codes are as follows: The second word library contains not only all codes for the robot but also special characters in the language text file. These characters include carriage return, terminator, data volume, and undefined words. The pseudocodes are as follows: After defining the above two word libraries in the header file, word segmentation and matching is carried out. There are two steps in our word segmentation and matching process. The overall process of word segmentation and matching function is shown in Figure 9 :
Step 1. Using the first letter of a word to preliminarily distinguish the state of an instruction. The variable name of C language can only be started by letter, number, and underline. Here, START and DONE means the start and the end character of a word, respectively; INID means the character is a letter; INNUM means the character is a number; and INPOINT means the character is a underline.
Step 2. Classifying the word into the type of Tokentype. Please note that the word INVALID is the error state. The input of the whole word segmentation and matching function is empty, while the output is the enumeration type of Tokentype. Before constructing the function, a character array lineBuf is first defined to store a line of texts and a character array tokenString is defined to store the first code after word segmentation.
Code parsing. Figure 10 shows the process of analytical function of our robot language parser: because the previous main function has already acquired a line of robot codes, the analytical function first calls the word segmentation and matching function to obtain the first word. The overall frame of the function is based on a 'switch-case' structure. Each word is defined as a case. The variables are calculated using the analytical Algorithm 1. Pseudo-codes of intention interpretation.
Input: SI \ RSM //SI (Semantic Intention), RSM (Real-time Semantic Map)
Output: RLSC //RLSC (Robot Language Source Codes) for i = 0, i \ N, i + + //The total number of objects in the scene is N The operation rules (rule i , attribute 1 , attribute 2 ) are sought according to the relevant attributes of Object i = category, name, colour, shape, x, y, z, size f g Generating the current operation programme template P pick object coordinate of attribute 1 P place object coordinate of attribute 2 Calculating passing points P 0 , P 1 , ..., P pick , ..., P place , ..., P m , ..., P 0 according to P pick and P place //P 0 indicates the location of the manipulator at initial status. Planning trajectory of each path Generating instantiated programme end for Generating RLSC After the movement parsing of MOVEP, the analytical matrix thus obtained is saved in the compiling matrix and the current position, pose, and rotation of the manipulator are saved. The operational commands, such as INC, DEC, ADD, and SUB, are omitted from the figure. When the first code is segmented and matched to be operation command, the corresponding analytical function is invoked to calculate the variables in accordance with the previous grammar rules of the robot language set.
Code compiling. Figure 11 shows the process of running the compiling functions of our robot language parser. The input of compiling functions is the returned value of analytical functions and the structure of compiling functions is similar with that of analytical functions, belonging to the selected programme structure. Due to compiling functions being based on executable commands for the manipulator, the compiling functions are not used to deal with variable commands, such as SET and CREAT and operation commands, such as INC, DEC, ADD, and SUB (omitted from the figure). Therefore, the compiling functions are simpler than the analytical functions.
The compiling functions mainly aimed at state commands (INIT and BEGIN) and movement commands (MOVE), as well as commands such as TIMER and HAND. By taking MOVEP as an example, when the obtained returned value belongs to the MOVEP command, the compiling matrix in the analytical function is invoked and each joint degree in the compiling matrix is compiled into the CAN command and saved into the execution matrix.
Command execution. After analysing and compiling each line of robot codes, the execution matrix is obtained. Each line of elements in this matrix is composed of executable commands and check-codes are added in the compiling functions for each line of elements, that is, the first element represents the check. Therefore, the execution functions can be utilised to execute commands in the matrix, without error, by merely judging the previous check codes.
The process of the execution function is shown in Figure 12 . A line of elements is first obtained and the first element is checked using check rules defined by the compiling functions. The check results show what type of elements (commands) is in this line and the corresponding CAN, timer, and end-effector commands can be executed according to the check. Finally, if there is an undefined check character, the function reports an error. Now, we take the application of fruit sorting as an example to explain the whole process of our designed automatic operating system. Assume that there are three red apples and two green apples on the platform and two baskets to the left and right of the robot are used to place the sorted fruit. (This sentence is pre-set in the system and is used to guide the user to give initial operation rules.)
Sort fruit. (The rule is unclear, because users only provide an object-fruit while the location where the objects are placed in is unclear. As shown in Figure 6 , only one in % Manipulator is used to pick the object at point A (-0.080, 0.331, 1.350) and place it at point B (0.486, 0.372, 1.230) INIT % initialize state of the manipulator BEGIN % move the manipulator to the preparation state MOVEP P 1 % move to point P 1 (-0.080, 0.331, 1.450), which is 0.1 m above point A in the direction of the z-axis HANDON % turn on end-effector TIMER 1 % manipulator waits for 1 s in its current state MOVEL P 2 % (P 2 ) move to point A (P 2 ) HANDOFF % turn off end-effector TIMER 1 % manipulator waits for 1 s in its current state MOVEL P 1 % return back to point P 1 MOVEL P 3 % move to point P 3 (0.486, 0.372, 1.330), which is 0.1 m above point B in the direction of the z-axis MOVEL P 4 % move to point B (P 4 ) HANDON % turn on end-effector TIMER 1 % manipulator waits for 1 s in its current state MOVEL P 3 % move to point P 3 BEGIN % move the manipulator to the preparation state Figure 8 . Robot language source code with which the robot picks an object at A and then places it at B.
the two attributes of the intermediate node is matched, so the rule is incomplete. The robot reports the object situation in the scene to the user according to that real-time object information in the scene, so as to guide the user to give effective rules.) 
Experiment and analysis
In the experimental section, an application scene for sorting fruit using the Chinese speech control system is designed to verify the effectiveness and practicability of the system. The main body of the manipulator used in the experiment is WUST-ARM modular manipulator and each function module is run on an Ubuntu (version 12.04) desktop computer with Intel Coreä i5 CPU 650 at 3.20 GHz 3 4 with 8GB RAM. Moreover, the Kinect is fixed in front of the WUST-ARM, as shown in Figure 13 . There are 12 fruits (from five species) in the dataset of the experimental platform. Of them, red apples include big and small ones and carambola has big and small varieties too, while other fruits are the same size but of different colours (Table 2) . 
Time test for 3D scene recognition
Considering that there is limited working space for the WUST-ARM and it is unfavourable for capturing and recognition if the objects are placed too close together, this experiment divides all types of fruits in the dataset into two batches to be placed on a production line and each group is tested 10 times, so as to count and analyse the average time for object recognition. As shown in Table 3 , it can be seen that the time for collecting data in the scene is 1.8 s, accounting for about half of the total time of 3.7 s needed for object recognition. This is because the current scene has a complex background and the Kinect needs to collect 307,200 points in the scene, in real-time, and stores them as a variable for subsequent recognition.
Test of accuracy of object recognition in the 3D scene
In this experiment, four datasets are set to compare the accuracy of object recognition in the 3D scene. The datasets are as follows:
Dataset A: an object is placed on the conveyor; Dataset B: three objects are placed on the conveyor; Dataset C: five objects are placed on the conveyor; Dataset D: seven objects are placed on the conveyor.
Each group of experiment is repeated 100 times with different placement positions and poses of objects. The average time for object recognition, accurate recognition rate, missed recognition rate, and false recognition rate are obtained, and the root mean square error (RMSE) for the 3D coordinate values and size of objects are calculated. The RMSE is given by RMSE = 1 4
where j is the number of elements and i represents the number of objects to be recognised in the scene. As demonstrated in Table 4 , in the verification scene of a small-scale model base, with the increase in the number of objects, the processing time for object recognition increases significantly. This is because the number of feature points of scenes, normal calculations, and subsequent cluster segmentation operations increase, so that classified storage takes more time. As for recognition accuracy, with the increasing number of objects in scenes, the accuracy decreases slightly and the RMSE of object recognition accuracy stabilises at about 4 mm.
Actually, the accuracy of object recognition based on 3D point cloud depends on the occlusion rate of target objects and clutter rate of objects in scenes. In 2015, Guo Yulan verified the recognition rate of some of the state-of-the-art local feature descriptors (including the CSHOT feature descriptor used in this work) on multiple datasets. The experiments show that, with the increase in occlusion rate of objects and clutter rate of scenes, the recognition rate of objects decreases. 25 To verify the effectiveness of the whole system, the verification is only carried out on small-scale model bases. The model base is small and geometric features and descriptors are selected properly. Moreover, the objects are placed without occlusion and clutter. For these reasons, the system shows good recognition effects and the accuracy of semantic map information can meet operational demands in actual experimental verification trials.
Accuracy test for fruit sorting
In this experiment, the three types of fruits to be sorted were placed on the production line, including red apples, green apples, and carambola: three baskets were put on the left, right, and back of the WUST-ARM. Users determined rules through interaction with the system in Chinese natural language. In this experiment, users, including five males and five females, were invited to interact individually with the robot 10 times, giving a total of 100 tests. Before testing, a large number of training and testing runs were conducted on the open-source speech recognition system PocketSphinx and the speech synthesis system Ekho on a few, limited test-sets of natural language, which realised 100% accurate speech recognition and synthesis of test statements. Therefore, there is no error of speech recognition and synthesis in this test. The test data for fruit sorting are shown in Table 5 . It can be seen from the table that the rule acquisition rate of the 'scene-rule' matching algorithm is 100% after eliminating errors of speech recognition and the correct sorting rate of objects are equivalent to the recognition rate of objects listed in Table 4 . This proves the effectiveness and practicability of the automatic operating system.
Demonstration
Now, a specific demonstration is designed to sort fruits on the flow production line. The process of whole demonstration is a consecutive process which includes three scenes:
1. Scene 1: Primary rule definition. In this scene, two types of objects are located on the production line, rules are defined by human-robotenvironment interaction, and system automatically sorts fruit following the defined rules. 2. Scene 2: Encounter new object. Based on scene 1, in this scene, a new type of object is added into this scene. First, our system sorts the fruits which are matched with defined rules and leaves the new type of fruit on the production line. Then, the robot requests new rule from the user. After getting the rule, system automatically sorts the left fruits. 3. Scene 3: Automatic operation under defined rules.
In this scene, a batch of fruits move to the front of the robot, be different from scene 2, at this time, all of the fruits are matched with the rules, then system automatically sorts fruits following the defined rules. 
Conclusion and future work
An automatic operating system for a robot, based on interaction with Chinese natural language and integrating advanced technologies, such as 3D visual perception, human-robot-environment interaction, and automatic programming, was designed for use in the automatic operating system of a modular industrial manipulator. In the experiments, the recognition time for 3D scenes, object recognition accuracy, and fruitsorting accuracy are tested. The test results demonstrate that (1) the 'rule-scene' matching and interaction algorithm designed in this study is effective and correct and can correctly guide users to provide correct rules; (2) the sorting accuracy of objects depends on the recognition rate of objects; and (3) the system enables the manipulator to sort objects automatically under the control of natural language.
For future works, our improvement efforts will focus on the research of the feature descriptor algorithm of 3D visual perception and finally to improve the accuracy of object recognition in our automatic operating system. Meantime, we will expand the robot language command set in Table 1 to meet more complex situations, including more complete robot control language set and more complex scenarios.
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